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Upon	the	completion	of	this	session,	participants	will:

1. Understand	the	basics	of	Motivational	Interviewing	
• Define	Motivational	interviewing	(MI)	
• Compare	MI	to	successful	strategies	you	use	now
• Evaluate	MI	for	your	own	practice
• Describe	the	process	for	reaching	fidelity	to	the	model	of	MI

2. Identify	when	and	how	to	use	MI	in	a	clinical	setting	

3. Consider	how	to	promote	self-advocacy

Learner	Objectives



Primary	Network	in	Wisconsin



5
Regional	Centers
Wisconsin



Statewide	Initiative

Purpose
Ensure	that	“high-quality,	developmentally	
appropriate,	health	care	services	are	
available	in	an	uninterrupted	manner	as	the	
person	moves	from	adolescence	to	
adulthood”

-Pediatrics,	2018



Transition	Readiness	
Assessment
Know	what	you	have,	learn	
what	you	need	to	have,	make	a	
plan,	to	get	to	where	you	are	
going.
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Transfer	of	Care Fully	Integrated	into	Adult	

Health	Care

What	can	the	youth	do?
What	can	the	family	do?
What	can	the	health	professionals	do?

Health	Summary

Adult	Provider

Insurance

Medicines

Decisions

Appointments

About	Me

Emergencies

Knowledge
Skills
Attitude



What did you need? 
How was it offered? 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

https://www.covermesongs.com/2020/09/future-teens-turn-smash-mouths-all-star-into-an-emo-power-ballad.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Listen to this…



https://youtu.be/XSnSjEuTNaQ

Getting	Started	– Aileena’s Interview

Youth	In	Health:	Inclusive	Stock	
Photography	Collection.	Adolescent	Health	
Initiative.	Heather	Nash	Photography.	2021	

https://youtu.be/XSnSjEuTNaQ


What happened? 



What (if 
anything) 

would 
you 

change? 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

https://www.flickr.com/photos/getambition/4700594335
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


Accurate empathy

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://inspiringbetterlife.blogspot.com/2012/05/e-is-for-empathy.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


Acceptance



Positive regard



Genuiness



Focus



Hope



Evocation



Offering information 
or advice



Which of these surprise you? 



Motivational Interviewing…



What is Motivational 
interviewing? 
Motivational interviewing (MI) is a collaborative, goal-
oriented method of communication with particular 
attention to the language of change.  It is designed to 
strengthen an individual’s motivation for and 
movement toward a specific goal by eliciting and 
exploring the person’s own arguments for change.



EVIDENCE
• 2500 publications 

• 250 clinical trials and several meta-analyses.  

• When compared to evidence in support of 
other successful school-based interventions, 
the support for MI is at least equal. 

• There is no dose response requirement for MI 
training.  



MI has passed the TEEN test
Dozens of studies show the following themes:

• Change effects are rapid and durable over time

• Youth rate MI services with high levels of satisfaction

• MI has been tested with diverse youth with favorable outcomes

• When integrated with other evidence-based practice, MI can lead to synergistic and more 
favorable outcomes than just one stand-alone approach.

• MI is as effective, on average, as more intensive and lengthy treatments

• Reduced frequency of AOD use (and increased rates of abstinence)

• Increased youth confidence for refusing AODs in high risk situations



What might learning MI do for you? 

Increase confidence in 
using MI with 
adolescents, an evidence-
based approach

01
Use autonomy choice to 
support students and 
balance school 
requirements

02
Use an approach that will 
result in less discordance

03
Increase successful 
outcomes by adolescents 
in their own change 
process and empowering 
them to make decisions 
that fit for them

04
Utilize basic skills of 
motivational interviewing 
including listening to 
increase intentionality in 
communication

05



Deficit world view



Competence 
world view



SPIRIT
Partnership

Acceptance

Compassion

Evocation



OARS
Ask OPEN questions

AFFIRM strengths, values and achievements

REFLECT to show understanding

SUMMARIZE to move the direction of the 
conversation



Seeking collaboration
Thanks for talking about your health with me today. What do you think about all this information? 

I have some information about how you might graduate on time, are you interested in talking 
about this. 

What have you already been told about marijuana use and depression? 

This might not be the right thing for you but some of the young people that I work with have had 
good experiences with Dr. Corbett.  He’s been able to help them sort through things. That may or 
may not be for you. 



Emphasizing autonomy
That is absolutely true. No one can force you to fufilll the conditions of your court order. 

You are in a tough spot.  You are the only one who can decide which direction you will go.  
Where do you think you want to go from here? 

You’re torn about what to do.  You are weighing the options and figuring out what will work 
best for you. 

You’re in charge of you and how things turn out for you. I’m glad to be here for you when you 
want. 



MI is measureable…thus you can be coached



Listen to this…



What happened? 



What (if anything) would you change? 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

https://www.flickr.com/photos/getambition/4700594335
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


Learning MI is a process…not an event.



Additional learning opportunities

https://attcnetwork.org/centers/great-lakes-attc/motivational-interviewing-and-sbirt-
training-2022



Resources	– GotTransition.org®



Resources	– www.healthtransitionwi.org
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Thank	you!
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